HIGHLIGHTS
Class A Construction
•
•
•
•
•

18,164 rentable square feet
Brick and Masonry exterior
High quality interior finishes
Specialized tenant buildout
Shell delivered in 2009 – tenant
buildout in 2012

Vibrant Location in GA 400 Growth Corridor
•
•
•
•

Two minutes from GA 400
Sought after Alpharetta/South Forsyth submarket
in north Atlanta metro
Located in Class A fully occupied business park
245,000 sf
Halcyon -$375 million mixed use project 1 mile away

Financial terms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$3,600,000
11 year lease with 33 year old company
Lease commences at closing
NNN lease – all expenses paid by tenant
Three per cent annual increases
Initial capitalization rate: 7.7%
Average return with increases: >9%
$200 psf – well below current replacement cost

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS

Alpharetta and South Forsyth
Alpharetta is situated in the North Fulton submarket, the largest office submarket in the Atlanta metropolitan area
with over 37 million square feet. The Alpharetta and South Forsyth submarkets are exploding with quality growth,
with the important additions of the wildly successful $600 million Avalon mixed use project and the $375 million
Halcyon mixed use project, which is less than a mile from the subject property.
South Forsyth has been consistently ranked in the top three new housing markets in Atlanta in the past 5 years, with
the highest rates of absorption and shortest sales times. Quality schools and the proximity to quality lifestyle amenities
define Alpharetta and South Forsyth, and ensure a positive future for the area.
Halcyon Link: https://atlanta.curbed.com/2016/3/23/11291980/forsyth-countys-own-utopian-mini-city
Avalon Link: https://www.experienceavalon.com/about/#about-top

Point Corporate Business Park
Point Corporate Business Park consists of three Class A four story office buildings containing approximately 106,000
rentable square feet and three flex buildings containing approximately 139,000 rentable square feet. The project
was conceived as a condominium project offering ownership to office and technology users in a high quality
corporate office setting. The shell buildings were delivered in 2008 through 2010.
The project is currently 100% occupied by a strong roster of office, technology and service tenants. The project was
developed as a condominium project and is well maintained withoutstanding capital reserves.

FINANCIALS

Tenant:
Address:

GM Voices, Inc. a Georgia corporation
6515 Shiloh Road
Suites 300 and 400
Alpharetta, GA 30005
Square footage:
18,164 square feet - rentable
Lease term:
Initial term of eleven years
Lease commences: At closing
Lease type:
Full triple net – tenant pays all expenses directly
Lease rate:
$276,500 annually
Lease rate psf:
$15.22 psf
Initial return:
7.7%
Increases:
Annual increases of 3% per year
Option:
Tenant requires option of five years
– terms to be negotiated

GM VOICES STORY
GM Voices was founded in 1985 providing single location music and messaging
on-hold to small and medium sized businesses. They had a creative and quality
advantage that allowed them to capture significant market share and grow into
larger enterprise space servicing customers with multiple locations. They
leveraged this same creative and quality advantage in the late 80s and early
90s to get a foothold in the exploding cable TV space; proving all of the on-hold
programming information for several national Cable organizations. By the end of
the 90s on-hold services became a commodity and GM Voices sold off their
on-hold business unit and shifted to the burgeoning technology of self-service
nteractive Voice Response, (IVR). The ROI on self-service IVR systems was so
remarkable that every fortune 1000 company raced to deploy the technology.
Many of these large IVRs could exceed 50,000 voice prompts so GM Voices
began investing in infrastructure that allowed quick turnaround on a large volume
of voice prompts, while maintaining the high quality that had become their
market differentiator. Concurrent with the rapid growth of self-service IVRs was the
need to serve the rapidly expanding Spanish speaking US population. GM Voices
led the market in the development of a business acceptable “neutral Spanish”
that allowed companies to service the multiple Spanish dialects, Mexican, Cuban,
Puerto Rican, etc. Recording high volumes of prompts in multiple languages
required GM Voices to add work flows to its internal systems and continue to
buildout production facilities. The internet and lower costs of bandwidth launched
the global economy in the early 2000s and GM Voices responded by standing up
an international group to assist US companies in taking their products and services
to global markets.
Today GM Voices manages a global network of translation
professionals and voice over artists that record in over 100 languages and dialects.
A deployment of technology in Germany, Saudi Arabia or Singapore requires
in-country translation and recording to be accepted by the local calling
community. GM Voices leverages technology and in-country studio relationships
to make this happen seamlessly for a large percentage of the fortune 2000
companies. The complexity of managing 600 recording sessions per month utilizing
1000 global voice-over artists, hundreds of translation professionals, and a network
of studio partnerships has required a complex set of business processes.
GM Voices utilizes Microsoft Dynamics CRM with $500,000 in customized software
to flawlessly manage these processes. It is this production capability that is one of
the most significant differentiators between GM Voices and any possible
competitors. This platform integration runs all the way through the accounting
systems where GM Voices bills and pays bills in dozens of countries every month.
GM Voices continues to respond to the market shifts and introduction of new
technology. They have a significant share of the Telematics market that is used
primarily in the automotive space to provide voice-controlled navigation and user
controls. GM Voices has made significant progress in the e-learning and Talent
Development market, a $105 billion industry in 2015 that is expected to grow to
$325 billion by 2025; where large companies use video to train and develop their
personnel. GM Voices does business with podcast producers, audio book
manufactures, and instructional designers. They have followed the lead from the
State of Georgia’s effort to attract motion picture business and aggressively
marketed into the companies filming in Georgia. This effort has paid dividends as
GM Voices recently completed a large project over-dubbing a Russian film into
English. Products and markets often tend to come full circle. GM Voices has recently
acquired a technology that will put them back in the music/message on-hold
market. This technology allows streaming content into large customer facing
contact centers. Music and messaging can then be streamed to callers while they
wait on-hold. The product launch is just beginning, but the expectation is this
offering will revolutionize the customer experience allowing them to customize the
content they listen to while on-hold. GM Voices was founded in the on-hold space
29 years ago, and with their resiliency and this new technology acquisition it
appears they may leverage the advances in technology to once again create
substantial revenue opportunities.

GALLERY

DEMOGRAPHIC AND
INCOME COMPARISON

LOCATION FOCUS

1 Mile Focus Showing Halcyon Project

10 Mile Focus With Nearby Cities

DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMER:
Piedmont Real Estate Group, Inc. ("Broker") is acting as agent for, and being
compensated by, the Owner of this Property, and is not acting as agent for the
prospective purchaser or tenant. Broker provides the within information together
with all other information of every type, herewith or later provided, only to
expedite a potentialpurchaser'sor tenant's decision of whether to proceed with
an independent in-depth investigation of the property. Said information shall not
be used for any other purpose. All information provided by Broker is not
guaranteed or warranted and may not cover all material facts. Broker and Owner
expressly disclaim all express or implied responsibility for errors,omissions,
representations with respect to matters of price, value, income, expense, legal or
tax consequences, conditions of soil, structure, roof or operating systems,
investment potential, compliance with applicable law, suitability for intended
use or any other matter. Potential purchasers or tenants are responsible for
verifying all material considerations and insuring that their offer is contingent upon
such verification. The availability of the property is subject, without notice,
to changes, prior sale, or withdrawal at any time. This document is not an offer
open for acceptance. Broker has no power to obligate or bind the Owner of the
Property. Owner may be bound only by a formal written agreement fully
executed by all parties at interest, which agreement may be subject to
conditions or rejection without reason. In consideration for the within information
the recipient 1) accepts and uses the information and related material subject to
these conditions, 2) agrees to rely solely on its right, and assumes the duty, to
independently obtain and analyze all material information, and 3) agrees not to
rely on any information provided by Broker. Persons associated with Broker may
not alter or modify these provisions. Subagents of Broker and agents representing
any purchaser or tenant shall disclose these terms to their prospects.
Reproduction hereof, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of
Broker is strictly prohibited.

